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About This Game

Humanity is threatened. A deadly virus is rapidly spreading.
The particular flora of Arcania, a planet once used by humans for space colonization, may help in the creation of a cure. But the

planet has been abandoned ever since working drones turned against humans.
A group of researchers has been sent to this planet to find a solution. You are one of them.

But as you arrived, your spaceship crashed…
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Hack and command mechas

Mechas are wild and are used to living in the storm. You must fight some of them for your survival, but they are often stronger
than you are.

Your best chance of survival is to hack some of those mechas and use them as allies to defeat the others.

Evolve

The more combats you win, the more fragments you earn. They can be used to evolve your mechas' strength and skills. But you
can also find some during exploration.

Your character can also improve its capabilities.

The Storm

The weather is a major threat. You must deal with lightning strikes, tornadoes, and other elements in order to make your way
through the storm. You will be able to activate old installations used to ionize the air and stop the storm within an area.

Thankfully an old abandoned station that sits above the clouds provides good shelter.

The Spaceship

You have access to your spaceship early in the game, but you do not have enough fuel to leave the planet.
It is impossible to land in the storm, but once you have unlocked some weather controllers, you will be able to quickly travel

across the map and save a lot of time.
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Title: Sky Break
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Farsky Interactive
Publisher:
Farsky Interactive
Release Date: 21 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon HD6970, Nvidia GT 750

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Portuguese,Russian
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a joy to play and it should really be the ground work for something really great. I imagined i was playing TRIBES while skiing
across the ground at stupid speeds and laying waste to trees. Deffinatley alot of potential with the mechanics and the motion
didnt bother me atall, i just want MOAAREE. :). Probably the worst FPS game I've ever played.... Dark Train is a very peculiar
game. I don't think it can be compared to anything else.
The gameplay focuses on exploring every nook and cranny of the train and the city you are driving through, while solving some
light puzzles.
At first it needs a bit time to find out, what you can do at all, with what you are able to interact and what some parts of the train
do. But as soon as you found out it's rather addictive.

. Gary is one of the best when it comes to Train Simulator scenarios and this pack is no different. The scenarios are realistic and
varied both in terms of rolling stock and types of work to be done. Definetely worth a purchase.. This is THE BEST space
strategy game I have ever seen. It' allows for colossal replayability value because of a multitude of storyline decisions, has very
cool ship & gear customization, nice mechanics, immersive combat and a very intriguing storyline. Trust me, I have seen all
worthwile space games in the last decade+ (check my gamelist), there is nothing that even comes close to this, even EVE. If you
like it try out previous Star Wolves games for the sheer story and gameplay. Worth a LOT more than its price
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Game doesn't even work for me, just says it has stopped working.
. these maps will never be played because no one buys the map packs because there are no players. Amazing excperience. A lot
more in depth then what meets the eye. Spent two hours on it last night.. 3..2..1..Grenades is possibly one of the best local
multiplayer games I've ever played. Period.
The Doom-esque gameplay fused with grenade throwing madness makes this game a true masterpiece.
Well done pixel graphics and simple music scores make up perfect backdrop for ruined friendships.
The game is filled with countless options to keep multiplayer gameplay fresh, and a fairly extensive story mode (basically
incentivized multiplayer matches that allow you to unlock all the maps in the game).
If you aren't looking to spend too much dough, but still want a great time with your friends, you can't beat 3..2..1..Grenades.

10\/10!. This game is based on RPG Maker xp. So, don't expect any wow factor visually. The game has a story but it's really not
worth paying attention to. There are a few different styles of puzzles in the game but most of them don't even take much
thought. The only puzzle I found truly difficult was the final cup/stone mini-game. As soon as I got a pencil and pad, I made
really quick work of it. The 3x3 grid at the beginning was very easy, the chrystals were something that prince of persia would
pick fun at, and adding the guy chasing you just didn't make any sense. Somehow everythings cool when you beat the bad guys
after they attack you, and say "send him to hell" I just thought that was funny.

If you buy this game, I'm sorry for your loss. I got this game in a pack of 10 for something like $2 and still think it should be
free. Honestly it seems like a school project and shouldn't be sold on here. You will get some entertainment out of it, but if your
like me, 1 play through should be more than enough. (I did 2 because of the review... waiste of my time)
If this game were $0.05 I would say maybe if your young and cant play TF2, otherwise... no. I don't like being sold flash, unity,
java games without warning. This is a unity game. Previously it was a flash game. Yeah. At least I didn't spend too much jolly
dosh on this.. Just downloaded the game, cannot even create an account, the first page that comes up it asks you to pick a unique
club name before being able to click the register button, i type in my club name then click save and all i get is this continuous
circular loading icon that replaced the save button, upto now this has been a complete waste of money, dissappointed is an
understatement, I'll change my review if this problem is fixed and I can actually play the game I've paid money for however
right now i've purchased a game that doesn't even work. I'm a big fan of the original Dungelot on mobile. When I saw this had
come to Steam I had to check it out.

It may seem at the surface to be a simple game, but the game packs a lot of strategy. The strength of the game is the fact that it
is very easy to pick up and play. Gameplay is simply entering a dugeon, traversing each level by clicking to reveal squares. Your
goal is to find the key and then you can leave, but along the way you might find treasure, traps or enemies. And since the game
is turn based, you choose how much you want to explore a level and even how many enemies you want to take on. Once the key
is revealed you are free to leave, but the temptation will be there to unveil every square. And that is where the strategy comes in,
if you try to reveal all the squares and fight every enemy you are likely not to get through the entire dungeon if you aren't
careful. This kind of choice offers a lot of replay-ability for what seems to be a simple game.

Adding; It is a game where you can get a quick round in, but will find yourself many times spending more time then you want
to, while enjoying every moment of it.

The one negative I could point to is that the game does accommodate the touch screen much better then the mouse. But because
of how strong the gameplay is, it's easy to overlook this fact.. I am so mixed about this game. When Colonial Conquest first
came out on the Commodore 64 (in 1985 - heyoo), it was incredible, to the extent that it remains one of my top games of all
time. This version, sadly, pales in comparison. I want it to be good, but, apart from improved graphics (not 30 years' worth,
mind you), it is inferior to the original. Which is a shame. Yes I have played a bunch of hours on it (did I mention that the
original Colonial Conquest was one of my favourites?) ... but I cannot recommend this in good conscience. The random events
are a joke.

It's mindless fun. Certainly worth $5.
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